These white folding chairs are extremely lightweight yet very durable. They are excellent for functions both indoors and out and are rated to support 300 lbs.

Our 8 ft. and 6 ft. long, rectangular, banquet tables are useful for any occasion and are durable enough for outdoor use.

Our 60 inch circular tables are an excellent choice for banquets and receptions. These tables can accommodate up to 8 chairs seated around it.

Highboy Tables are always in demand. Our 36” diameter tables come with two size adjustable poles, whether you need bar height (42”) or seating height (30”). Highboy tables are great for displays, beverage and dinner services and various other gathering applications.

For use outdoors these tables must be covered by linen tablecloths or used under a covered tent.
Easy to setup, these retractable strap barriers provide you with flexibility and convenience. The Tensa Barriers can help keep lines moving in an orderly and safe way, or even be used to identify restricted areas. These Tensa Barriers are for indoor use only.

Bike Rack Barricade can be used for crowd control and crowd management in situations ranging from major events to small gatherings and festivals. The Barricades can designate line space and block off restricted areas at any site. Our Barricade measure 8’ in length.

For indoor or outdoor functions requiring a stage, these 4’ x 8’ rectangular stage decks can be used. They can be combined to make much larger sizes and have adjustable bases ranging from 12” to 48”. Stairs, stage skirting and railings are also available.

Our Garbage and Recycling Cans are available to support any event or function you may have.